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Abstract—Image mining is more than just an extension of data mining to image domain. Web Image mining is a technique commonly used to extract knowledge directly from images on WWW. Since main targets of conventional Web mining are numerical and textual data, Web mining for image data is on demand. There are huge image data as well as text data on the Web. However, mining image data from the Web is paid less attention than mining text data, since treating semantics of images are much more difficult. This paper proposes a novel image recognition and image classification technique using a large number of images automatically gathered from the Web as learning images. For classification the system uses image-feature-based search exploited in content-based image retrieval(CBIR), which do not restrict target images unlike conventional image recognition methods and support vector machine(SVM), which is one of the most efficient & widely used statistical method for generic image classification that fit to the learning tasks. By the experiments it is observed that the proposed system outperforms some existing search systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to wide spread of digital imaging devices, digital images of various kinds of real world scenes can be obtained easily, so that demand for image recognition of various kinds of real world images becomes more essential. It is, however, hard to apply conventional image recognition methods to such generic recognition, because most of their applicable targets are restricted[1]. Hence, semantic processing of images such as automatic attaching keywords to images, classification and search in terms of semantic contents of images are desired.

Web images are as diverse as real world scenes, since Web images are taken by a large number of people for various kinds of purpose[2]. This property is completely different from commercial or personal photo collections built by one or a few persons. It can be expected that such diverse images on the Web enable us to measure general visualness[3] of a concept by analyzing Web images associated with the word concept. We can easily extract keywords related to an image on the Web (Web image) from the HTML file linking to it, so that we can regard a Web image as an image with related keywords[4]. The system is constructed as an assembly of three modules[1], depicted in Fig.-1.

The processing in the system consists of three steps. In the gathering stage, the system gathers images related to given class keywords from the Web automatically. In the learning stage, it extracts image features from gathered images and associates them with each class. In the classification stage, the system classifies an unknown image into one of the classes corresponding to the class keywords by using the association between the image features and the classes.

In order to process the modules and search the semantic concepts[10] in image databases, the Web images are engaged for learning the semantic concepts searching since the Web images associated with textual descriptions can serve as an important knowledge base. Here the strategy is to search the semantic concepts by words from the Web and learn the returned Web images associated with the words. The Web images after filtering out the noisy images serve as the training set for learning in the image databases.

A. BACKGROUND OF SVMS

Support Vector Machine (SVM) techniques [5] are employed for attacking the learning tasks and image classification. The support vector machine (SVM) is a promising classification technique. It can separate the classes with a particular hyperplane which maximizes a quantity called the margin. The margin is the distance from a hyperplane separating the classes to the nearest point in the dataset. The advantage of maximum margin criterion is its robust characteristic against noise in data, and making a solution unique for linearly separable problems. In addition, it is important that the SVM with a theoretically strong
support is based on the statistical learning theory framework. An important finding of the statistical learning theory is that the generalization error can be bound by the sum of the empirical error and term, which depends on the VC dimension that characterizes the complexity of the approximating function class. SVM has been extensively used as a classification tool with a great deal of success in a variety of area from object recognition to classification of cancer morphologies. It has also been successfully applied to a number of real-world problems such as handwritten characters and image recognition, face detection and speaker identification.

B. A GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION OF SVMS

A geometric interpretation of the SVM illustrates how this idea of smoothness or stability gives rise to a geometric quantity called the margin which is a measure of how well separated the two classes can be. We start by assuming that the classification function is linear[19].

\[ f(x) = w \cdot x = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i x_i \]

where \( x_i \) and \( w_i \) are the \( i \)th elements of the vectors \( x \) and \( w \), respectively. The operation \( w \cdot x \) is called a dot product. The label of a new point \( x_{new} \) is the sign of the above function, \( y_{new} = \text{sign} [ f(x_{new}) ] \). The classification boundary, all values of \( x \) for which \( f(x) = 0 \), is a hyperplane defined by its normal vector \( w \). see figure (2).

Assume we have points from two classes that can be separated by a hyperplane and \( x \) is the closest data point to the hyperplane, define \( x_0 \) to be the closest point on the hyperplane to \( x \). This is the closest point to \( x \) that satisfies \( w \cdot x = 0 \) (see Figure 3).

We then have the following two equations:

\[ w \cdot x = k \text{ for some } k, \]
\[ w \cdot x = 0. \]

Subtracting these two equations, we obtain \( w \cdot (x - x_0) = k \).

Dividing by the norm of \( w \) (the norm of \( w \) is the length of the vector \( w \)), we obtain:

\[ \frac{w}{\|w\|} \cdot (x - x_0) = \frac{k}{\|w\|} \]

Where

\[ \|w\| = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i^2} \]

Noting that \( \frac{w}{\|w\|} \) is a unit vector (a vector of length 1), and the vector \( x - x_0 \) is parallel to \( w \), we conclude that

\[ \|x - x_0\| = \frac{k}{\|w\|}. \]

Our objective is to maximize the distance between the hyperplane and the closest point, with the constraint that the points from the two classes fall on opposite sides of the hyperplane. The following optimization problem satisfies the objective:

\[
\begin{align*}
\max & \quad \min_{w} \frac{y_i(w \cdot x_i)}{\|w\|} \\
\text{subject to} & \quad y_i(w \cdot x) > 0 \text{ for all } x_i
\end{align*}
\]

II. IMAGE GATHERING

At first, it needs to decide some class keywords, which represent classes into which unknown images are classified. For example, “bear”, “dog” and “lion”. For each class keyword, it gathers related images from the Web. To gather images from the Web, it uses the Image Collector and the module is called as an image-gathering module[2,7].

An image-gathering module gathers images from the Web related to the class keywords. Due to the recent explosive progress of WWW, a large number of images can be easily accessed on WWW. There are, however, no established methods to make use of WWW as a large image database[6]. Ther image-gathering module does not need to make a huge index for a great number of images on the whole WWW because of taking advantage of commercial keyword-based text-search engines. It can gather a lot of images...
images related to given keywords full-automatically without a user's intervention during the processing (Fig. 4). The system has been implemented on a scheme of cluster, which enables to gather more than one hundred images from WWW in about one minute.

In the selection stage, first it convert all the downloaded images into feature vectors based on the bag-of-keypoints representation, and then train an SVM classifier with all the vectors in the group A as training data. Next, it classifies all the vectors in the group A and B as relevant or irrelevant with the trained SVM. Finally, we can get only images classified as relevant to the provided keywords as a result. The detail of this processing is as follows:

1. Sample many image patches from each image
2. Extract patch feature vectors from all the points by SIFT descriptor [2]
3. Generate codebooks with k-means clustering over extracted patch feature vectors
4. Assign all patch feature vectors to the nearest codebooks, and convert a set of patch feature vectors for each image into one histogram vector of assigned codebooks.
5. Train an SVM classifier with all the histogram vectors in the group A as training data.
6. Classify all the histogram vectors of downloaded images as relevant or irrelevant with applying the trained SVM.

The main idea of the bag-of-keypoints model is representing images as collections of independent local patches, and vector-quantizing them as histogram vectors [15].
A. Searching and clustering Web images

In the proposed system, a user first keys in words to represent their desired semantic concepts. Then, it searches the images on the Web which are associated with the related words. From the Web, it collects a pool of images which have textual descriptions related the semantic concepts. However, the image pool may contain many noisy images which are not relevant. Thus, the clustering techniques are employed to remove the noisy images. The strategy is to cluster the images into ‘k’ clusters. Then, the top ‘p’ clusters with the most images will be selected, and other clusters will be regarded as noises. The engaged clustering technique is based on the k-means algorithm.

B. Learning semantic concepts by SVMs

After removing the noisy images, we can obtain a set of training images which roughly represent the semantic concepts. Then, we employ the SVM techniques to learn the semantic concepts in the image databases since SVMs provide good generalization performance and can achieve excellent results on pattern classifications problems [5]. In the preliminary searching round, we employ the One-class SVMs (1-SVM) to learn the training set of images in the database. 1- SVM is derived from classical SVMs for solving density estimation problems. After learning by 1-SVMs, we can obtain the preliminary searching results. Then, we employ the relevance feedback with two-class SVMs to improve the retrieval performance. Details for relevance feedback by SVMs can be found in [8].

IV. LEARNING AND CLASSIFICATION

Image classification by Web images is performed by combination of an image gathering system and an image classification system which is depicted in (Fig.6).

First, images are gathered related to some kinds of words from the Web by utilizing the Image Collector. Next, image features are extracted from gathered images and associate image features with words for image classification. Finally, we classify an image into one of classes corresponding to class keywords by comparing its image features with ones of images gathered from the Web in advance. In this paper, we describe image gathering from the Web, learning and classification. In the system, image classification is performed by image-feature-based search. First, in the learning stage, an image-learning module extracts image features from gathered images and associates image features with the classes represented by the class keywords. Next, in the classification stage, we classify an unknown image into one of the classes by comparing image features.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our image database, we collect 10,000 images from the Web by using Image Collector which include semantic categories, such as cat, car, butterfly and sunset, etc. To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in a large image database, we choose 10-semantic concepts, including cat, autumn, butterfly, car, elephant, firework, iceberg, sunset, surfing and waterfall. To search Web images, we choose the Google Image Search Engine. For each query semantic concept, top 50 returned image from Google were collected. For the clustering algorithm in our proposed scheme, we choose the parameters k =12 and p=4 in the k-mean algorithm. The kernel function used in SVMs is based on the Radial Basis Function [5]. Fig. 4 shows the experimental results. We observe that the average retrieval precision on Top 20, Top 50, and Top 100 results is over 14%, 8%, and 5%, respectively. The preliminary searching results are further improved by relevance feedbacks using SVMs. In each feedback round, 50 images are presented to users for judging their relevance. Table 1 shows the retrieval performance improved by 3-round relevance feedbacks. We can see that the average precision in Top 20, Top 50 and Top 100 after 3-round feedbacks can achieve 61%, 34% and 20% respectively.

![Image classification by Web images.](image)

Table 1: Average Retrieval Precision by Relevance Feedbacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedback Round</th>
<th>Top 20</th>
<th>Top 50</th>
<th>Top 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Feedback</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Feedback</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Feedback</td>
<td>49.0%</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Feedback</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
<td>34.2%</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the experiment, we gathered images from the Web for 10 kinds of class keywords. The total number of gathered image is 10,000, we choose 4582 images on 10-semantic concepts, including cat, autumn, butterfly, car, elephant, firework, iceberg, sunset, surfing and waterfall, and the precision(pri.) by subjective evaluation was 66.2%(table-2),
which is defined to be NOK/(NOK+NNG), where NOK, NNG are the number of relevant images and the number of irrelevant images to their keywords.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>class</th>
<th>Num.</th>
<th>Pre.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cat</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>56.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>62.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>butterfly</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elephant</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>89.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firework</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>77.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iceberg</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>57.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunset</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>64.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surfing</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>68.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waterfall</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>72.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total/avg.</td>
<td>4590</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of image-gathering and classification in experiments.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described design, implementation, and experiments of an automatic image-gathering system from WWW. The only input we have to give to the system is a list of query keywords, and then the system carries out collection of Web images by on-demand crawling over WWW and analyzing HTML files and selection by image-feature-based clustering and picking up larger clusters without a user's intervention during the processing. Here, we integrate the color, texture, and shape as image features, which focuses on a generic image recognition and classification by using gathered images from WWW as training images. In this paper, we propose a scheme to learn Web images for searching semantic concepts in image databases. We suggest to implement the SVMs techniques for learning tasks and classification tasks to obtain more classification rate. For future works, we plan to make much improvement in classification methods and extraction of image features to obtain high precision of fast-image gathering from WWW and more improved classification rate.
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